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Social with Camp Agawak by Benji Friedman
On Wednesday the 16th July, we had a surprise
social with Camp Agawak. It seemed like it was
going to be a normal evening after dinner, Twilight
League, Dip and Shower, Canteen, Wass Hall and
Taps, but instead STEVE surprised us all by telling
us we will be having a social with the girls from
Agawak. The loudest cheer from the boys was
heard which indicated they couldn’t wait to
welcome the girls to camp! We all had an hour to
get showered and make ourselves look
presentable. WOODY then confirmed the Agawak
buses had arrived and we all ran down to the
waterfront where JONAH WEISS and DAVID RIBOT were DJing, ready to get the party started! MAX
BEERMANN and I were in full socializing mode, we kept photo-bombing loads of the older girl’s pictures.
We then met so many new people by just going around and high-fiving them. The first highlight of the
night was the cookies. BEN MAJOR and DREW HOLLINS carried huge trays from the Mess Hall with
freshly baked cookies, it looked like they were getting attacked from some angles, but they didn’t mind!
Another highlight was the dance-circle that formed when Miley’s “Party in the USA” was played and of
course, CM favorite “Turn up for what” by DJ Snake & Lil Jon. ETHAN HOTT, NATE BEERMANN, DANIEL
MALIS, COOPER SPECTOR, LEVI PASIKOV, BEN MAJOR, DAVE HARRISON, BRENDAN BELGRAD and
TAYLOR BEAUSEIGNEUR owned the dance floor doing the dance routine for, another camp song,
Wiggle!” TY BORSTIEN and DOMINIC HAMILTON showed the girls that they have no chance. We were
trying to find HARJ AULAKH to join in after he won for us at the social we had with Camp Marimeta, but
we couldn’t find him! A truth or dare game was also played as well. MAX BEERMANN dared his brother
Nate to go to some girls and act like a moose with JAKE ZWEIG’s legendry Moose Hat. It was so funny
because he actually did it and looked so serious while doing it. We all had such a great time and we can’t
wait for another one. Maybe we’ll have a Mega-Social soon? Who knows!

Maintenance and Well-Being of Camp by Tom Fedderly
As a 10 year veteran at Camp Menominee, I’d like to reflect on the changes to
camp that have been done to assure that all campers and staff stay safe and can
enjoy their camping experience. If you have attended camp for any time you would
see that the buildings have been updated with new floors, roofs and windows. The
waterfront has also been updated and cleared too. Lucky Canteen Number 44. On
a daily basis I enjoy the interaction with the campers. As I am making my rounds to
check the cabins it is nice to see the excitement in their faces as they prepare to
take the fields. I have a shed where all of my tools and equipment are, but I am
never in there really as I have so much to do at Camp. I can be found cleaning the
Tennis courts floor, or I could be fixing the electric wires in the cabins. If you do see
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me though, do say hello! As a member of Camp Menominee, I look forward to my years of continued
service to all.

Riflery by Max Shapiro
Riflery for me is one of the most fun things
to do at camp. At Riflery you get five bullets
and you have five targets. Before you start
shooting you need to know some safety tips.
You need to wear your headphones and
glasses. The guns are loud and the noise
can cause hearing damage. They can also
emit debris and hot gas that could cause
eye injury. For these reasons, shooting
glasses and hearing protectors should be
worn by shooters and spectators. Once you
have done that you lay down on the matt.
Now you’re ready to shoot! Your instructor will say “Lock, Load, Fire when you’re
ready!” and you’re good to go. When I’m shooting, I usually hold my breath because it
keeps the gun steady and helps towards getting a more accurate shot. I have been
coming to Camp Menominee now for 8 years, and for all those years I have always
done Riflery. The best I have ever gotten was a 48/50! It’s a great feeling when you get
a dead centre bull’s eye. If you want to shoot Riflery and be good at it, come to the
range. JACOB SIMON and TOM FALLON are the two counselors who normally run it.
They are very helpful and know what they’re talking about. I guarantee you will have
loads of fun.

Counselor Profile

Name: David Blechman
Age: 18
From: Northfield, Illinois
Activities: Softball, Football and
Basketball
Favorite sport: Basketball
Favorite Athlete: Tiger Woods and
Nick “Swaggy P” Young
Favorite film: Hot Rod
What do you want to be
remembered for? I want to be
remembered for not being a
“Hardo!”

PICTURE DAY!
On the 16th July, we were all invited
down to the waterfront after lunch to take
the annual Camp Menominee 2014
picture. We were all asked to wear our
green Menominee t shirts and were
placed on chairs and benches. We all
proudly smiled for the camera and we
cannot wait to see the end results!
USELESS FACTS OF THE DAY!



Weather Report
It will be a whopping 75 F tomorrow and
just partly cloudy! Make sure you wear sun
screen and drink lots of water guys!



Elephants are the only mammals that
can't jump.
When snakes are born with two heads,
they fight each other for food.
The plastic things on the end of
shoelaces are called aglets
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